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Who are we ? 

Utilising world-class technology, Lorgan Global is a dynamic and highly 

specialised solutions provider, enabling our clients to generate additional 

value by understanding better, a customer’s predictability and behaviour, 

and implementing technological solutions at the optimum time to capture 

enhanced engagement and outcomes. 
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Our Management Team 

SRIKANTH MARKONDA 
 

CEO & FOUNDER 
 
Sri is a versatile international executive, with corporate savvy with an expert-eye in strategic relationship building as well as and 
negotiating win-win outcomes. In the past, he has held the role of CTO with Emagine, Group Mgr at Infosys Australia and 
Associate Director with Verizon US. Involved in multiple discussion forums from MIT on Artificial Intelligence.  

EDDIE SATTERLY 
 

ADVISOR - ADV ANALYTICS & BIG DATA 
 
Eddie is very well known as a thought leader in the Big Data, Cloud & Security space and renowned for his informative 
presentations and engaging lectures. Previously, Eddie has held the position of CTO of Splunk and CSC and was responsible for 
delivering Microsoft’s Xbox to market. 

KRISHAN ANAND 
 

ADVISOR - CLOUD & SECURITY 
 

Krishan’s experience spans ICT strategy and business innovation as well as thought leadership in networks, systems, security 
and applications. In the past, Krishan has worked as a CTO - CBA Institutional Banking, CIO – IGA and was a Technology Advisor 
to Optus. 
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Our Management Team 
SHOBHANA CHANDAWARKAR 

 
ADVISOR - GLOBAL DELIVERY 

 
Shobhana has built a strong reputation for her excellence in leadership and management, forged over more than 25 years of 
experience in the global IT industry. In the past, Shobhana led the Systems Integration unit of Infosys, consisting of consisting of 
various practices such as Cloud, DWH, BI, Analytics, Security and Integration, developing and implementing solutions based 
strategies in the United States, India, Europe, Australia and New Zealand.  

DARREN BALL 
 

ADVISOR - CONSUMER MARKETING 
 

Darren is a tech savvy customer marketing and digital leader with experience in P&L, commercial strategy and international 
management. Results driven, Darren has a proven record of delivering growth for major global brands including Virgin Media 
(Liberty Global), Vodacom, TIGO (LATAM), DU & Etisalat. Darren has significant expertise across end-to-end customer 
management and full direct-to-customer lifecycle, including customer acquisitions, contact strategy, cross-sell and up-sell, 
retention, loyalty program design and execution. 
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JOHN RACITI 
 

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER 
 

John is highly experienced Business Development Manager with demonstrated history of working in the software industry. He is 
skilled in Strategic Partnerships and Relationship Management. He has worked multiple Fortune 500 companies in the market 
such as PWC, Govt, UNSW etc., He strongly believes in offering the right solution to the clients and makes sure there is a clear 
win win situation in all the opportunities he works on. 



What do we do? 

Lorgan Global delivers value to our customers  by generating actionable 

insights, presenting opportunities that result in incremental revenue growth, 

reduced customer churn and an improved experience. This is achieved by 

utilising the Lorgan Global platform; which is more efficient, more effective 

and simply better value for money than any comparable competitor. 
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Why is it important to organisations? 

Ask yourself the following questions: 
 
•  Am I understanding our customer’s intents / micro moments when they want to buy? 
•  Am I effectively converting browsers into buyers? 
•  Am I keeping our visitors engaged and informed of their favourite products? 
•  Am I keeping aware of underperformance trends within my products? 
•  Am I understanding the behaviour of both existing and anonymous customers? 
•  Am I offering to my customers something they actually want? 
 
If any of your answers to the above was “no” then you are likely losing your potential customer 
value to your competitors. It is time to give a serious thought on how to address this. 
 
It is time to see just how Lorgan Global can help you to overcome these issues. 
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Our value means your success – Does this apply to you? 
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ACHIEVE 
 

•  Incremental Revenues up to 15% 

•  Churn Reduction by 10% 

•  Improve productivity by 30% 

IN THE AREAS OF 
 

•  Customer value management & 
•  Customer base management 

BY BRINGING SPECIALISTS TO 
 

•  address Revenue Leakages 
•  advise Price Elasticity, and Product Bundling 
•  advise Next Best Actions 
•  enhance end customer experience 



Our approach using AI based Machine Learning 

1. Capture 

Customer 

Actions 

2. Create 

Customer 

Behaviour 

3.Predict 

Customer 

Actions 

4. Prescribe 

Personalized 

Treatments 

5. 

Communicate 

and Convert 

Lorgan utilises expertise in business and technology to deliver results that are 
better quality and better value. 
 

This is achieved by recommending solutions that best fit our customers, and 
bringing them to life through world-class technologies, using server-less cloud 
architecture. 

DATA ENGINEERING MACHINE LEARNING INTERACTIONS 
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Key solution components 
•  Capturing anonymous customer behavior by utilising digital marketing techniques including 

pattern and clickstream analysis. 

•  Deriving named customer behaviour (existing customers within the system) in multiple 

dimensions, by onboarding our highly scalable software in a cost effective manner. 

•  Predicting the future actions of customers with Lorgan’s world-class machine learning which 

can predict buying behaviors & churn propensity. 

•  Prescribing the ideal solutions to present customers with new offers, dynamic pricing and 

product bundling through their preferred channels at a time for optimal engagement. 

•  Personalisation, ensuring your customer feels that you know what they are looking for, and 
that you’re able to deliver it. 
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Our key architectural components  

Ingest the data 
 

Digital & Non-Digital 

Engineer the 
behaviour 

 
Anonymous & 

Existing 

Machine 
Learning 

 
Predict & Prescribe 

Communicate & 
Convert 

 
Fulfillment & 

Communications 

Search and Artificial Intelligence (AI) driven Exploration, Segmentation & Visualisation empowered with 
Automated Insights 

Performance Reporting 

Cloud based implementation (Compatible with Google & AWS) 
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Skills and partner network … 

Amazon AWS Google Cloud Platform Data Nexus 

Thoughtspot Qlik 

Big Data Advanced Analytics 

AI - Natural Language Processing AI - Machine Learning Artificial Intelligence 

ETL & Reporting 
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Federal & State Govt’s 

Segmentify Microsoft Azure Talend 

Recommendation Engines Personalisation AI - Robotics 

Snowflake alteryx 



Case Studies 
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Increase financial share of wallet in Credit Cards domain 

SITUATION: Customer is overseas and has exhausted their available lines of credit. They are actively looking for 
options to enable them to make a purchase. 

OPPORTUNITY: Customer is ideally looking for an increased credit limit. This presents a window of opportunity 
for the financial institution to offer an on-the-spot limit increase based on analysis of past behavioural trends. 

SOLUTION:  
Step 1: Generate customer behavior trends analysis based on their history 

Step 2: Capture the transaction record (in real-time using in-memory technologies) 

Step 3: Check the past behavior and track record of their payments using Lorgan Machine Learning 

Step 4: Proceed with an offer of increased limit with an objective to increase the revenue 

RESULT: Based on our experience, revenue uplift is observed to grow by 250%, when compared with as-is 
solutions. 
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Time sensitive offers to capture full share of wallet - Telco 

SITUATION: Customer is looking to recharge his prepaid mobile. However, their existing Telco is unable to 
capture this need 

OPPORTUNITY: Customer is nearing the expiration of their existing phone credit and needs to make a recharge 
purchase. If the Telco can tap into this micro moment, inroads can be made into revenue growth as well as 
customer retention by securing their ongoing commitment to their existing Telco. 

SOLUTION:  
Step 1: Generate Customer behavior (features) based on their history 

Step 2: Capture the customer usage (in real-time using in-memory technologies) 

Step 3: Check the Customer’s purchase history and identify the right offer using Lorgan Machine Learning 

Step 4: Proceed with an offer and subsequent fulfillment steps 

RESULT: Based on our experience, the net incremental revenue is expected to increase by around 7-10% 
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Our client’s feedback  

“We love Lorgan because Lorgan delivers what is really needed to ‘create value’ 
to us, rather than trying to deliver big bang implementations eating up all our 
budgets and deliver no results in the end.” - CEO of a reputed Big Data and 
Machine Learning company 

“By having Lorgan we have eliminated hitting small nails with big hammer without 
compromising the results, in fact we exceeded our targets.” - Founder of a start 
up based out of US 

“Lorgan did a fantastic job in data engineering by simplifying Data Scientists job. 
You have cut short the timeframes from 6 months to 3 weeks to generate 
Features, a critical piece of Machine Learning puzzle… Thanks for your efforts!” - 
CEO of a APAC based client 
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People strengths 
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Our specialisations contd … Architecture 

ARCHITECTURE CoE 
 

ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTS 
 

TECHNICAL ARCHITECTS 
 

CLOUD SOLUTION ARCHITECTS (AWS, GCP, AZURE) 

Lorgan 
	

Our Centres of Excellence 

DATA (INFORMATION)  
 

BIG & FAST DATA ENGINEERS & ARCHITECTS 
 

DWH / BI ETL & REPORTING SPECIALISTS 
 

EXPLORATION & VISUALISATION SPECIALISTS 
 

DATA BASE ENGINEERS 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
 

MACHINE LEARNING SPECIALISTS / DATA SCIENTISTS 
 

NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING SPECIALISTS 
 

ROBOTICS SPECIALISTS 

DIGITAL & MARKETING 
 

UI UX DESIGN & DEVELOPERS 
 

CUSTOMER LIFE CYCLE JOURNEY CREATORS 
 

WEB DEVELOPMENT SPECIALISTS 
 

WEB RECOMMENDATION SPECIALISTS 
 

MARKETING AUTOMATION TOOLS (SALESFORCE, PEGA) 
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Our specialisations contd … Architecture 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
 

AGILE COACHES & PROJECT MANAGERS 
 

PROGRAM MANAGERS 
 

SERVICE DELIVERY MANAGERS 

Lorgan 
	

Our Centres of Excellence 

USER EXPERIENCE 
 

UI / UX DESIGNERS 
 

FULL STACK DEVELOPERS 
 

SEO SPECIALISTS 

CLOUD & SECURITY  
 

SECURITIY ARCHITECTS 
 

SOLUTION ARCHITECTS 
 

SYSTEM ADMINSTRATORS 

BUSINESS 
 

BUSINESS ANALYSTS 
 

MARKETING ANALYSTS 
 

RECOMMENDATION ENGINE SPECIALISTS 
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Any questions? 
 

Please feel free to contact us at  

admin@lorganglobal.com  
or  

srikanth.markonda@lorganglobal.com 
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Thank you 
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